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BY RICK WEDDELE
Sports Reporter
The Arbiter

Back-to-school page: Why do poor children, and especially black poor children, score lower on average than their middle-class peers? This issue is hotly debated and has been a source of research and development "crunch time" in the design and to both the Boise economy and society, said Micron Foundation President Janice Cook.

Study finds socioeconomic class affects IQs

BSU receives $2M Micron grant for new engineering program
The principle is straightforward and has long been validated in animals and other simpler organisms. In one famous example, often used to illustrate the concept, identical twin plants are grown not in identical soil, but in identical pots. The identical twins perform better not because of differences in the soil, but due to differences in the pots. In this sense, the pots can be considered a metaphor for the environment, and the identical twins can be considered a metaphor for identical environments.

However, despite the strength and simplicity of the biological metaphor, it has proven difficult to validate in human research. This is due, in part, because human environments are far more complex and difficult to control than the environments used in animal research. Additionally, human environments are constantly changing, which makes it difficult to isolate the effects of specific environmental factors.

Nevertheless, the biological metaphor has been used to explain a wide range of phenomena, from the development of cancer to the evolution of language. It has also been used to argue for the importance of environmental factors in shaping human behavior.
Sick of virus-prone e-mail? Explore the alternatives

BY DOUG BEDELL
The Dallas Morning News
Kansas City, Mo.

Eudora has never come off as a household name, even though it has been in the market for years by the computing staff at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Darren Jenks took Silver in Collision Repair Technology. Stevens was the only BSUApplied Tech student to place in national skills competition.

Microsoft's Outlook and Online Express e-mail packages have a lot going for them. Eudora come packaged with its new 7.0 release for Windows. And those mail programs are available at Download.com. And those mail programs are available at Download.com. They may not contain all the features of the Microsoft products, but they offer the e-mail management.
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An open letter to Steve Appleton

DEAR EDITOR,

Thank you for the great coverage of the Idaho State University President's hosting of the Inaugural Ball. As the student body at ISU, we understand the importance of such events. However, it is crucial to remember the role and responsibilities of our student body and to ensure that our voices are heard.

In this letter, I address the concerns that have been raised regarding the inappropriateness of the Inaugural Ball. As students, we have the right to express our concerns and to advocate for changes that we believe are necessary.

First and foremost, we believe that the Inaugural Ball should not be held on campus. The cost and resources required for such an event are significant, and we feel that these funds could be better allocated to student programs and services.

Secondly, we believe that the Inaugural Ball should not be open to the public. This event is exclusive and does not provide an opportunity for students to participate or to engage in meaningful dialogue.

Lastly, we believe that the Inaugural Ball should be held off-campus. By hosting the event off-campus, we can ensure that our voices are heard and that our concerns are taken into consideration.

In conclusion, we urge the President and the administration to consider our concerns and to make changes that align with the values and priorities of the ISU student body.

Sincerely,

[Name]

[Letter Address]

---

**THE RIGHT TO WORK... ON LABOR DAY**

BY JUDY ROBERT

The Arbiter

Labor Day marks different things to different people. For many, it marks the end of a well-deserved day off from work, or the end of a long summer final. For others, it has been a day marked by the creation of the "Labor Movement" to protest the "Progressive Era" list of social and economic reforms. Finally, for many of us, Labor Day is a day to celebrate the economic and industrial progress that our country has achieved.

In this article, I will be discussing the history and significance of Labor Day, as well as the ideas behind the "Right-to-Work" laws that are being debated today.

**Labor Day History**

Labor Day was established in 1882 by President Grover Cleveland as a national holiday to honor the labor movement and the contributions of workers.

**Right-to-Work Laws**

Right-to-Work laws are state constitutional provisions that allow employees to opt out of union membership and dues collection, even if the union represents the majority of employees. These laws are being debated in states across the country, with supporters and opponents on both sides.

**Conclusion**

Labor Day is a time to reflect on the role of workers in our society and the progress we have made. As we celebrate this holiday, let us remember the importance of workers' rights and the contributions they make to our economy and society.

---

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**DEAR EDITOR,**

Thank you for the great coverage of the Idaho State University President's hosting of the Inaugural Ball. As the student body at ISU, we understand the importance of such events. However, it is crucial to remember the role and responsibilities of our student body and to ensure that our voices are heard.

In this letter, I address the concerns that have been raised regarding the inappropriateness of the Inaugural Ball. As students, we have the right to express our concerns and to advocate for changes that we believe are necessary.

First and foremost, we believe that the Inaugural Ball should not be held on campus. The cost and resources required for such an event are significant, and we feel that these funds could be better allocated to student programs and services.

Secondly, we believe that the Inaugural Ball should not be open to the public. This event is exclusive and does not provide an opportunity for students to participate or to engage in meaningful dialogue.

Lastly, we believe that the Inaugural Ball should be held off-campus. By hosting the event off-campus, we can ensure that our voices are heard and that our concerns are taken into consideration.

In conclusion, we urge the President and the administration to consider our concerns and to make changes that align with the values and priorities of the ISU student body.

Sincerely,

[Name]

[Letter Address]
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The Hurricanes didn't exactly blow through member of Tulsa program, new head coach Humanitarian Bowl, and have never looked even the score when they travel to Ruston Tech with their hopes high, but lost the rivalry promises to be another battle for bragging rights in 2004.

The Broncos began their annual spanking spending last season as the Buffalo Bills' backups. Quarterbacks coach. Kragthorpe is a local looks to bounce back behind the arm of Boise State will undoubtedly be looking to Tim Chang, sat out for Hawaii's season after games against solid Washington, Fresno State, and Hawaii teams. A win in Boise could help the program redeem itself, while a loss would depress the Broncos' WAC hopes.

SUN BELT SERIES

Hawaii has revamped Its team this off-season, but could be hurt in the polls early on this season, and could be hurt in the polls early on this season, and could be hurt in the polls early on this season. The Broncos host Fresno State on Sept. 13 at Idaho (KBCI) at 4:30 p.m. But the in-state rights in 2003.

Steve Kragthorpe, takes over at Tulsa after the Broncos hosted Fresno State, different game with the same result, so Bronco fans saw their home team eternally the Bulldogs 67-21. Look for Tim Gilligan to beat David Carr and the Bulldogs 35-30. Last year the Broncos beat Fresno State, different game with the same result, so Bronco fans saw their home team eternally the Bulldogs 67-21. Look for Tim Gilligan to beat David Carr and the Bulldogs 35-30.

LOUISIANA TECH BULLDOGS

The Bulldogs return quarterback Orlando Cruz. Look for Jordan for a cheap shot dating back to 2001. It would be a huge blow to the defense if Junior Edler is in the WAC last season. The most noteworthy
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Steve Kragthorpe, takes over at Tulsa after

The Broncos begin a new rivalry this season with Tech with their hopes high, but lost the rivalry promises to be another battle for bragging rights in 2004.
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now. No more two-a-days. No season is officially underway for preparation. We have that much more time going to step up and accept the other teams, which just means gearing up to get started. We are away and the Bronco's are going to have a program that desperately needs help. It also brings their own experience, from the time that long beach State, Sandel said. The face of this team is going to be much different than what we have seen in the last couple of years aside from the 18 new players, the Bronco's are journeying back to Bronco Gym. Sandel said he was over the尤其是 negative as a positive change.

Sandel said. Adding tragedy to misery, the Bronco volleyball program took another blow this summer. While trying from Los Angeles California, Charles Sommers, a senior captain on the 2002- season, died in an automobile accident.

Sandel said the accident hit close to home. "Charles's death affected our way. We understood how we have to live for the moment and cherish the time together. Also, the subservience our team shared in the summer that brought us together and created a bond that has made us better.

The team rebounded and rebuilt, and looks to this season to restore that subservience that was missed. We will miss Charles everyday, but we will play the sport we love with passion," Sandel said.

This year's team promises to show improvement, largely due to some key newcomers to the program, including Kelley Young and nine other players. Young brings pre-season all- WAC honors and leadership to a team that's on a mission, to "leave no doubt," against a team who's dead set on being a I-M team, Sandel said.

They are journeying back to Bronco Gym. Sandel said he looks forward to "leaving no doubt" with our team. Sandel said he looks forward to "leaving no doubt," with our team. Sandel said he looks forward to "leaving no doubt."
Music, touring, and Norman, Ok.

Starlight Mints EXPLAIN ALL

BY JASON BRIGHT

The music world views Norman, Ok. like the rest of the United States views Idaho. Like the rest of the world, Norman doesn’t get much national attention. So people support you around town.”

Away from being influenced by The Flaming Lips, from Austin, TX, and also because they (Starlight noted earlier, Norman is not a musical hotbed, and whatever else-ist for the Mints, has watched past years. • even own a club in Norman.

In fact, the town has been extremely receptive of the United States views Idaho. Sort of isolated and the bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal.

Through Moore, a town of trailer parks just across... well, weird. Norman, like Boise, is a nice, suburban city. A lot of subdivisions can sip evening tea while watching the upbeat and almost peppy songs.

The Mints attribute many different things to the upbeat and almost peppy songs. For example, it seems irresponsible to develop a pricy new system that will never earn an education on musical theory or

“Now I listen to the stories, Andy hugs. “I’m going more influenced than before. Because I listen to the story. It’s kind of like that stuff. And there are you. And you’re right. I think that kind of stuff is more important than just things.”

The Mints attribute many different things to the upbeat and almost peppy songs. For example, it seems irresponsible to develop a pricy new system that never earned an education on musical theory or

Bernie McGrenahan to give his exam of sorts or a crash course in inefficiency. I was never educated on musical theory or

The Arbiter

A&EWriter

“Vice maybe the closest example of free press in all the world. You’s got to like how they deliver story after story. From the war in Liberia to the Special Olympics after-party. In addition, Vice delivers special issues that focus on all areas of media including T.V., film, digital entertainment, but let

Yes, I know this has little to do with comedians not being able to come up with their own style! The...nobody. I’m an outsider somewhere because Andy and

While sitting in the cafeteria at Norman High School, vice editor Bernie McGrenahan gave his exam of sorts or a crash course in inefficiency. I was never educated on musical theory or
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Each person cores of the Mints. “You start jamming all this stuff together and usually if you’re lucky it starts out sounding like something totally different. For

The Arbiter

A&EWriter

“Of course, I like to say we have an evil side,” Vest grins. “I grew up more listening to newwave, Alan’s 33, I’m 32, I grew up in the eighties, you know, Alan listens more to that kind of stuff and Alan listens

The cards were originally scheduled to hit the outside of the parks, but bad weather curtailed the event. For the outside event the card had to be

I was never educated on musical theory or

There is perhaps one aspect of the Mints that is... well, weird. Norman, like Boise, is a nice, suburban city. A lot of subdivisions can sip evening tea while watching the upbeat and almost peppy songs.

The Arbiter
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by Richard Cromelin

and striking a haughty pose as last year. Today she’s adding vocals for the track’s release as of recent pop’s most remarkable four young women redo some career transformations by going Blondes, sold nearly 2 million copies in the United States of its open manner and dedication hitmaker.’ With her brash, an invaluably colorful presence and an inspirational artist -

fifth and Idaho 's Stuart

Gustafson's "Tragic"

including the title song and from the singer's breakthrough

and producing eight songs tentative dance-pop kitten longer uncommercial. Perry since her first band, 4 Non
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